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Reviewer's report:
Dear Authors,
there is still a need for improvement prior publication, but further changes will be beneficial again. Sincerely Reviewer

Minor Essential Revisions:
citation 9/10/13/27 should be corrected, check: year, Journal...
Please clarify the rate of response. How many student are in year 1 and 4? This results in approximately 50 % or 25 % response rate....
Tabs are currently still unclear (% is defined as yes?).
Give Company, country of SPSS and version

Major Compulsory Revisions:
Manuscript should be shortened significantly (especially Results).
Discussion should be focused more on the topic of students and other studies in this field (eg. from Turkey).
What defines lack of knowledge? For my understanding knowledge is not clear due to many undefined questions/possible answers (see questions Tab 1a, b different answers required for living donation and organ procurement after death).. What means cadaver in Tab 2, Results in Tab 3 are given as "yes"?

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.